
Family Interview Activity – Kelsey’s Mom 

Please read the summary of the family interview done with Kelsey’s mother below. What information 
provided by mom would you add to Kelsey’s Positive Personal Profile (information useful to the team 
to help facilitate a community-based work experience)?  

The interagency-school team conducted a family interview with Camila, 
who is Kelsey’s mother. The interview took place in the late afternoon to 
accommodate Camila’s schedule and included Kelsey. Key members of the 
team present for the interview were the transition program classroom 
teacher, a classroom paraprofessional, the state vocational rehabilitation 
counselor assigned to the school and a local community employment 
provider.  

When asked what her vision for a good life for Kelsey would look like 
Camila reported that she is a third generation Mexican American and that 
traditionally in her culture people with disabilities stayed with the family into 
adulthood. However, she knows that Kelsey wants to be independent so 
her vision would be that her daughter be surrounded by people she loves 
and who will look out for her, to be able to “make her own way in the world” 
and that she would be able to have a job so she can do the things she 
likes. When asked what worried her most about Kelsey moving to 
adulthood she stated her daughter being taken advantage of and people 
underestimating her.  

Camila lit up when asked what Kelsey’s greatest skills or attributes are. 
She reported that Kelsey is a huge help around the house and does many 
tasks, like making sure her siblings have clean clothes and assisting with 
dinner, without being asked. Mom said that she can learn new tasks 
quickly, but that she needs to see somebody doing it first. When asked to 
provide an example mom said that organizing is a strength of Kelsey’s but 
that she needs to be shown the proper place for things. Mom also pointed 
out that Kelsey is very appropriate with peers and adults, and that 

behaviors at school were the result of unclear expectations.  

When asked about chores Kelsey does at home Camila said that helping 
around the house is an expectation, especially since the father is gone 
most evenings. Kelsey’s main chores are helping with the family laundry, 
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putting away the clean dishes (her siblings are on wash duty), and cleaning 
the cat’s litterbox. Camila states that Kelsey is not very good counting 
money, but does not overspend and is very good at using technology. Mom 
is currently working with Kelsey to cook independently and to be more 

aware of her surroundings.  

Camila said that she expects Kelsey to have a job when she leaves school, 
but does not know how that will look due to the disability. She understands 
that the school is helping to prepare Kelsey for adulthood, but is 
apprehensive to ask too many questions since “the teachers are the 
professionals.” She thinks Kelsey would enjoy any type of retail job since 
one of her favorite things is going to the store, especially those with 
clothing, shoes, and makeup. However, Camila would have questions 
about Kelsey’s ability to operate a cash register without further training. 
She also said that Kelsey probably would not thrive in a quiet setting, such 
as an office, since she gets impulsive when not engaged. When pressed to 
identify specific business to try Camila thought a larger clothing and home 

goods retailer like Marshall’s or Dress for Less would be a good start.  

When asked if she had any final thoughts about Kelsey being employed 
Camila said that Kelsey surprises her everyday with what she can do and 
her positive attitude. She stated that she would like to learn more about 
how people with Kelsey’s type of disability live and work independently and 
asked that the team let her know how she and her husband can help.  
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Positive Personal Profile – Kelsey  
(information from family interview and community-based assessment added)) 

Job Seeker: Kelsey 

 

Completed by: Observation (black), new classroom teacher (blue), art instructor 
(orange), Kelsey (green), Camila – mother (purple), Community-
based assessment at Goodwill (red)  

 

Dreams & Career Aspirations: 

• Helping people shop for and organize 
clothes 

• “Make her own way in the world” and 
be independent, retail store that sells 
stores, shoes and makeup 

 

Interests: 

• Fashion, organizing, shopping  

• Taking care of siblings 

• Enjoyed asking customers if she could 
help them find something  

Skills & Knowledge: 

• Laundry, basic cooking skills, 
understands clothing styles,  

• Good with technology, can organize 
things quickly 

• Does assigned tasks without being 
asked 

• Straightened up the shoe and toy 
areas at the Goodwill without much 
direction  

 

Talents: 

• Making things visually appealing 

• Helping with siblings, keeping room 
clean 

• Learns new tasks quickly, organizing 
and understanding budgets  

• Knowing how to match clothes based 
on color and style  

Work Experiences: 

• Assists with household management 

• Folding laundry, putting away dishes, 
care for family pet  

• Worked at Goodwill to assess her 
organizing and customer service skills  

 

 

 

Positive Personality Traits: 

• Works hard 

• Comfortable around adults, good 
sense of style, responsibility for 
siblings, personable 

• Dependable  

• Positive attitude, surprises people with 
what she can learn  
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Environmental Preferences: 

• Work somewhere fun 

• Does better with concrete directions 

• Where she can move around without 
much downtime and interact with 
others  

 

Dislikes, Quirks, Idiosyncrasies:  

• Bores easily, prefers structure 

• Would not do well in a place that is too 
quiet  

• Was not able to work the cash register  

Learning Styles: 

• Visual instructions 

• Encourage her to slow down 

 

Specific Challenges & Support 
Systems: 

• Mother and father willing to be 
engaged in process, needs help 
counting money 

 

 

Career Goal #1: 

 

 

 

Career Goal #2: 

 

Employment Possibilities, Ideas & Next Steps: 

• Based on family network, possibly Marshall’s or Dress for Less  
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